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Chromatherapy Lighting
The use of light as therapy is an ancient form of holistic medicine that is the
subject of intense medical and commercial research. Research shows a direct
correlation between light intensity, hue and color to human physiology
and psychology. Basically, light therapy can be used to improve physical
and mental health.
We are not experts in this field and do not pretend that we are. We do
however accept the body of evidence in support of light as therapy and
encourage its use by offering a chromo therapy lighting option that allows
our bathers to compliment the positive health therapy of our massaging bath
systems.
Our lighting option allows you to add one or two light fixtures that operate concurrently. The operation is
simple so that you can easily choose between rainbow effects of gradually changing colors or choose a specific
fixed color. We encourage you to research light and learn about the physiological and psychological effects
different colors can have on you so that you can choose fixed colors with specific health intent.
To operate the chromo therapy light simply press the switch once and the light turns on in Rainbow Mode where
it will flow through the hues of red, pink, violet, purple, orange, yellow, white, green, aqua, olive green, blue,
dark blue and light blue. Press a second time to freeze at a specific color hue.
To obtain the color desired simply wait for your preferred color as the light cycles
through rainbow mode and press the switch for the second time while your
color is shown and the color will freeze on your selection. Press a third time
and you will turn the light off.
Please note that the light is programmed to automatically turn itself off after
one hour. This feature assures the longevity of the light in case you have
accidentally left it on following your bath or in case someone has accidentally
turned it on while in the bathroom.
Switch is available with a white or biscuit inner
surface and a white, biscuit, chrome, brass, or
brushed nickel trim ring.

Bath Well Standard Colors
We offer three standard colors for our baths; white, biscuit and bone. Other colors may be available and require
factory consultation for availability. Colors other than standard color will result in an additional charge.
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